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In November 1939 Ronald Berndt made his first field trip  
to Murray Bridge to work with the Ngarrindjeri man, Albert Karloan,  

of the Yaraldi clan (of the Ngarrindjeri people). 

• From 1942-1943 Ronald returned (now with some training from AP Elkin)  
along with his new wife, Catherine Berndt, to recommence his first field work 

• The result was the collection of 163 texts in Yaraldi including 17 Dreaming 
narratives, finally published 50 years later in 1993 in the book: A World That Was. 

….. The details of how these were collected are contained in their field notes: 

• Unfortunately: “The Ronald and Catherine Berndt Collection of field notes, 
personal correspondence, and associated materials will not be available until 
2024 due to the Berndt Bequest Embargo.”  
[see: Berndt Museum website: http://www.culturalprecinct.uwa.edu.au/] 



ARC Discovery Grant  DP150103287 (for 2015-2017)  
“Analysis of Ngarrindjeri texts of the Lower Murray, Lakes 

& Coorong region, as recorded in the book:  
A World That Was by Ronald & Catherine Berndt.”  



Ngarrindjeri country in SA 
- covers a triangle of land bounded by Cape Jervis in the west,  

Murray Bridge in the North, and just north of Kingston SE in the south. 
- The Yaraldi clan are the group based on the land of the 1859 mission at Raukkan 

Raukkan (Point McLeay mission) 

Murray Bridge 



Ronald & Catherine Berndt placed all 163 texts  
in Appendix 4 of A World That Was  

covering 178 pages.  
There are NO titles and NO free translations. 

The interlinear glosses are inconsistent  
and often inaccurate. 



SUMMARY of 163 texts in A World That Was… page 1 only 



METHODOLOGY 
• Using FLEx (Fieldworks Language Explorer) to analyse the 

(chosen) B&B texts  

• Began by importing the 3,680 word Ngarrindjeri database 
from Toolbox into FLEx (with Rosie Billington’s help) 

• Scanned and OCR-ed the 163 B&B texts and imported them 
into FLEx (with Nick Thieberger’s help) 

• Began by analysing the 17 Dreaming narratives (at the 
request of the community) & a few ethnographic texts 

• Have been meeting with the community on a regular basis, 
updating them on progress & distributing DRAFT versions  
of the texts analysed thus far. 



There are 17 
Dreaming narratives 
- All told by Albert 
Karloan except for 

the Crow Dreaming 
told by Pinkie Mack, 
possibly collected by 

Catherine Berndt, 
who had a greater 

interest in language 
work.  



VERY PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS  
on the texts analysed so far in FLEx  

THERE ARE SEEMINGLY THREE TYPES OF CHANGES  
IN THE TEXT LANGUAGE OF KARLOAN: 

• OVER-USE OR MIS-USE OF MORPHOLOGICAL AND/OR  
TEXT FEATURES, perhaps as a sign of Language Attrition, 
Eg. seemingly not knowing where or how to use inflected 
morphemes (especially case marking) so using them randomly 

• DOUBLE MARKING of morphological and discourse features with 
redundancy - often by incorporating extra English-like grammar 
features 

• ENGLISH INFLUENCE and morpheme borrowing & incorporation … 
maybe CODE-SWITCHING? 

 

 



IMPORTANT QUESTIONS THAT HAVE ARISEN FROM 
THESE INITIAL TEXTUAL OBSERVATIONS  

 
• Is this the irregular form of (“broken-down”) language what the 

community wants repatriated?.. And is this form of the language adequate 
for teaching the grammar of the language? 
 

• Is this possible attrition of the Yaraldi language really Karloan’s version  
of the language, or is it a sign of Ronald Berndt’s inexperience and 
inadequacy as a language recorder? 

• Why is Pinkie Mack’s Crow myth (also collected by the Berndts)  
seemingly more “authentic” and similar to the  
morphology of Meyer? 

NOTE: HAE Meyer was the first 
missionary  to record the language  

at Encounter Bay, and to publish  
a grammar in 1843 



In June 2016 a DRAFT of  
the 17 Dreaming stories were 
returned to the community 



In July 2016 we launched a new resource  
NGARRINDJERI FOR SMARTIES… featuring the 

“Possum & Jaybird story”  
as told by Karloan 

… a story from the Bald Hills region. 



THIS STORY RENDITION FROM B&B IS QUESTIONABLE 
AND ALSO SEEMS INFLUENCED BY ENGLISH   

See below examples of words put into 
FLEx database from the Possum & Jaybird 
story in Berndt & Berndt (1993)… but this 
is typically cluttering the database with 

‘questionable’ variants 



This Possum & Jaybird story was 
completely lost and has now 

become a favourite for the Elder  
Phyllis Williams 

… BUT IS THIS REPATRIATED 
VERSION THE BEST WE CAN DO? 



SO WHAT TO DO? 

• So after much thought and discussion… with the community and 
other linguists (David Wilkins, Jane Simpson, Clara Stockigt  
& Rob Amery…) 

• I have tried to read up on the Berndt & Berndt field methodology, 
and to find comparative texts that can shed light on what’s going on 

• Points of Comparison: 

1. Missionary H.A.E. Meyer’s 1843 sentence examples 
2. Recordings by Norman B. Tindale of Albert Karloan 
3. Pinkie Mack’s Crow Dreaming narrative (from Catherine Berndt?) 
4. Taplin’s 1864 Bible translations 

 

For the purposes of this presentation I will briefly consider one 
narrative: the Ngurunderi story….which was told by Albert Karloan  
on two separate occasions to: Norman Tindale and Ronald Berndt. 

 



 
WHAT DID THE MISSIONARIES RECORD?  

 According to Meyer (1846):  
“As, with Nurunderi, a new epoch commenced, as much of his history as can be told 
with decency here follows: He was a tall and powerful man, and lived in the East 
with his two wives and had several children. Upon one occasion his two wives ran 
away from him, and he went in search of them. Where ever he arrived he spread 
terror amongst the people, who were dwarfs compared with him. ” (page 14)…..  
At length he found his two wives at Toppong. After beating them they endeavoured 
again to escape. Now tired of pursuing them, he ordered the sea to flow and drown 
them.” (page 15) 

 

According to Taplin (1879):  
“The legends of Nurundere are fast fading from the memory of the Aborigines.  
The young people know very little about them, and it is only from the old people 
that the particulars of them can be obtained.” (page 58)  
[Taplin then quotes Meyer’s English retelling verbatim.] 

 



NGURUNDERI DREAMING: the most important creation 
narrative for the Ngarrindjeri 

• Ronald Berndt first recorded the Ngurunderi story from Albert Karloan in 1939 
in English (but with Yaraldi placenames). He then recorded it in Yaraldi on his 
return in 1942… But how did he ask Karloan to retell this narrative? 

 



Norman B Tindale’s 1935 recording of the Ngurunderi story,  
also from Albert Karloan, provides an invaluable comparison 

See Tindale’s page one below: 



I have analysed both versions of Ngurunderi in FLEx  
See the Berndt 1942 version below: 



Many gaps in the lexicon of Berndt version of the Ngurunderi story  
before analysis in FLEx ….see all the gaps in the text: 



See the Tindale 1935 version by Karloan in FLEx below: 



SO WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENCES? Example 1 
(from the first sentence of the Ngurunderi story) 

 

KARLOAN (according to TINDALE 1935) with V-S-O word order: 

 

Preld-il   itjarn  a  keraw pond  a  Warlkandeng 
chase-he.ERG it.ACC a big cod ? Murray.River 

= He (Ngurunderi) chased a big Cod down the Murray River 

 

Compared to SVO word order and use of English PAST tense marker: 

KARLOAN (according to BERNDT & BERNDT) 1942-1943 
 

Kalalal  Ngurunderi preld-id  pondi  lari   
long.ago  Ngurunderi chase-PAST cod down 

= Long ago Ngurunderi chased a Cod down (the Murray River) 



SO WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENCES? Example 2 

KARLOAN (according to TINDALE) 1935 

 

Wonj-il   werint-ung  il  Ngurundur-il   luki 
then-he.ERG answer-PAST he.ERG Ngurunder-he.ERG thus 

“Ij-nd  anggun   nak-ng   mimin-anggun?”  
hey-you  them.two.ACC. see-PAST  woman-them.two.ACC. 
 

= Then Ngurunderi he answered thus “Have you seen my two women?” 

 

Compared to broader use of bound pronouns as free form pronouns: 

In KARLOAN (according to BERNDT & BERNDT) 1942-1943 
 

Wony-il    kur-ung  il   Ngurunder-un  luka,  
then-he.ERG  ask-PAST he.ERG  Ngurunder-?  thus  
"I-ind-anggun                ngak-ung  anggun   nap-anggun   an?"  
hey-you-them.two.ACC  see-PAST them two.ACC wife-them.two.ACC my 
 

= Then he asked did Ngurunderi like this “Have you seen them two wives of mine?” 

 



… COMPARED TO MORE RECENT TIMES: 

HENRY RANKINE snr. (2001 Education Dept. publication) 

 

“Eh!  Nand  nak-un  my two mimini-s   ngop-in?” 
hey you  see-ing my two  woman-PL walk-ing 
 

= Have you seen my two wives walking? 

 

 



PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS  
OF FEATURES OF THE BERNDT RECORDED TEXTS 

1. Creation of new Prepositions & Double marking with suffixes AND Prepositions  
Eg. lamba, lamb, lambuk ‘for’ (used in  addition to DATIVE case marking suffix -ambi) 
• Eg. Line 13 Appendix 4.104 Kondoli the Whale 
 
Won-itj  ngei  Kondoli lamb ngurilkul-ur-amb  wonyil          ngurilkunu tep-ang 
 Then-he  the  whale   for     dance-NOM-for    then-he.ERG           dance-PAST close-LOC. 
= Then he (Skylark) was dancing for the whale then he danced close up. 
 
• Note: Pinkie Mack only once uses ‘lambin’ in her single Crow text recorded by B&B 

Appendix 4.111B Line 46 
Tanel aldja narindjera lambin wongkian 
= Not one person here was able to climb 

 
2. Code-switching and English borrowing of Prepositions Eg. use of ‘in’ 
• Eg. Line 17 Appendix 4.110 Prolgi & Pindjali: Brolga & Emu 
 
Wony-anggul  anggun   kol-ang  yupund-un in kein-al 
then-they.two.ERG them.two.ACC head-two put-PRES in  fire-in  
= Then those two (baby emu chicks) two put their heads in the fire 
 
• Note: Tindale’s version of Ngurunderi told by Karloan also uses ‘in’ & double marking, Line 9 
Wanj –ili-ern  perep-ang  in  juk-ald-in  
then-he.ERG-it ACC lift-PAST? In canoe-in-in 
= Then he him lifted into his canoe 
 
 
 

 



FEATURES OF BERNDT RECORDED TEXTS (Cont.) 

3. Some use of English word order, particularly SVO  
• Eg. Line 1 Appendix 4.97 Ngurunderi story 
Wony-il-ian   preld-an  il-in  Ngurunder-il  itjan  Pondi  
then-he.ERG-it.ACC chase-? he.ERG-?  Ngurunderi-ERG  it.ACC cod 
= So Ngurunderi kept chasing that Cod (down the river) 
 
• Note: Meyer has no apparent fixed word order (see Meyer, 1843 Pages 44-45) 

 
4. Prolific use of pronouns as free and bound forms, often before the referent nouns  
(as a demonstrative), indicating person and number. 
• Eg. Line 6 Appendix 4.1 
Wony-anan lagalam  mirinmu-anganan  winm-il 
then-we   we          quickly-we  make-?   
= Then we quickly make (the nets) 
 
5. Loss or misuse or overuse of ERGATIVE forms  
eg. Wonyil ‘then he.ERG’ as a fused form used with both intransitive and transitive verbs 
 
• Eg. Line 14 Appendix 4.104 on Kondoli the Whale (this eg. also for Point 2, 3 above) 
Wonyil il  yulup-in  itjan  kaik-in  il  Retjurukuru 
then-he.ERG put-PRES it.ACC spear-in he.ERG willy.wagtail 
= Then that Willy wagtail inserted the peg of the spear  
• Eg. Line 8 Appendix 4.97 Ngurunderi story 
Wonyil   kaikun-u il  Ngurunder-un 
Then-he.ERG call-PAST? he.ERG Ngurunder-ACC? 
= Then he (Nepeli) called out to Ngurunderi 

 
 

 



FEATURES OF BERNDT RECORDED TEXTS (Cont.) 

6. Use of English PAST tense Verbal endings eg. –id rather than –ur or –ung 

• Eg. Line 1 Appendix 4.97 Ngurunderi story 

Kalalal  Ngurunderi preld-id  Pondi  lari 
long.ago  Ngurunderi chase-PAST cod down 
= Long ago Ngurunderi chased Cod down (the river). 
 

7. Loss of Interrogative meaning for the PAST tense suffix –ung 

• Eg. Line 10 Appendix 4.97 Ngurunderi story 

Wony-il-ian wok-ung  itjan  pondi  mangga  kanak-kangk tura  Poltuwar 
then-he-him spear-ed him.ACC  cod  into  sand-shoal out.from  Poltuwar 
= Then he speared the cod there on the sand shoal just out from Poltuwar 

 

• Note: Meyer 1843 Page 42 has Verb conjugation –ing / –ung ‘PAST’ cf. -ir / -ur ‘PAST’ 
Example in Meyer 1843 Page 110  
Mekimb-inti-yan memp-ing? = Why have you beaten him? 

 

8. Use of English identifiers eg. ronggi-won = brother-in-law  

• Eg. Line 6 Appendix 4.97 Ngurunderi story 

Wonyil   kaikun-u  ina  rongkuwon  Nepelald 
then-he.ERG called.out-? his brother-in-law-one Nepel-to 
= Then he called out to his brother-in-law Nepeli 

 

 



FEATURES OF BERNDT RECORDED TEXTS (Cont.) 

9. Double marking or confused marking of Possession 

• Eg. Line 6 Appendix 4.97 Ngurunderi story 

Wonitj   daipel-ong  itji Nepeli  inan yuk-ald 
then-he.NOM  jump-PAST he.NOM    his    canoe-of   
= Then that Nepeli jumped into his canoe (and shouted to Ngurunderi) 

 

10. Overuse or misuse or odd use of –ambi (cf. –ambi DATIVE ‘for’; –embi REMOTE PAST) 

• Eg. Line 7 Appendix 4.97 Ngurunderi 

Nepelal ungu  lew-amb-itj  war  retjerew-on Rawukung  
Nepeli-? then  sit-?-he.NOM upon cliff-on Raukkan 
= Nepeli was then sitting up there on the cliff at Raukkan 

 

• Eg. Line 9 Appendix 4.97 Ngurunderi 

Ili-anuk   ngak-amb itjan  Pondi  
he.ERG-could?  see-?  It.ACC cod 
= He could see that Cod 



FEATURES OF BERNDT RECORDED TEXTS (Cont.) 

11. Use of Accusative case pronoun (as demonstrative) with unmarked Absolutive Object-nouns 

• Eg. Line 17 Appendix 4.110 Prolgi & Pindjali (Brolga & Emu story) 

Wony-anggul  nem-ung  itjan  keini wony-ang  ngatin  loru waiyuru-war 
then-they.two.ERG  leave-PAST it.ACC fire    then=they.two fly-PRES up   sky-upon 
= then those two left that fire then they fly up into the sky. 

 

• Eg. Line 9 Appendix 4.97 Ngurunderi story 

… wony-il-amb itjanan  yuki  pinpun   
then-he.ERG-?  it.ACC-POSS canoe push-PRES 
= … so he pushed off his canoe (then he poled that canoe right …)  

 

• Eg. Line 25 Appendix 4.97 Ngurunderi story 

Wony-a  ngak-ung itjan  Ngurunderi 
then-? see-PAST him.ACC Ngurunderi 
= Then they saw Ngurunderi 

 

I ARGUE THAT THE BERNDTS RECORDING OF THE YARALDI TEXTS (AT TIMES)  

SEEM LIKE A RELEXIFICATION OF THE ENGLISH VERSIONS OF THE SAME TEXTS…  
“During his first period of fieldwork with Karloan RMB was told this myth” (in English) …. 
Later. In 1942, he recorded it (the Ngurunderi story) in Yaraldi”. (B&B 1993, P223) 

 



NOTE: RELEXIFICATION of English  
is promoted  

by VACL  
(Victorian Aboriginal Languages Corporation)  

as having “some advantages…” 
in Language Revival programs. 



QUESTION: DO WE CARRY THESE (RELEXIFIED ENGLISH) 
DISCOURSE FEATURES INTO TODAY’S REVIVED LANGUAGE? 

• When I asked the Elder, Phyllis Williams, if she wants the Berndts’  
(broken down?) version OR Meyer’s more complex and regular morphology, 
she responded…. 

“NO WAY, WE WANT MEYER’S WAY!!”  

• When I asked Phyllis Williams if she wanted Berndt’s or Tindale’s recorded 
version of the Ngurunderi story, she responded adamantly: 

“Yes, we want Tindale’s version … definitely.” 

• When I asked Syd Sparrow who is going to “tidy up” the many texts  
as recorded by the Berndts, and preserve the original case system,  
he responded: 

“You are MAGS…  
but in consultation with the community.” 



CONCLUSION…LESSONS LEARNT 
1. When analysing text material from other researchers, we must question the 
methodology used and the veracity/authenticity of the recorded text material  
(cf. Corin Bannister & Mark Cerin theses on Ngarrindjeri using the Berndt texts) 
 
2. When reviving a language, and filling the gaps in the grammar, its better to  
“Borrow from a neighbour than a stranger” … to quote Corey Theatre 
- Corey is a Gunditjmara song-writer and Adelaide Uni. linguistics post grad who questions 
the method of RELEXIFICATION of English promoted by VACL for his own language…  
He asks: Why borrow from English when there are other ‘better’ options?  
 
3. Barry Blake tells us in his delightfully written 2001 book simply titled: Case… 
“Case has aesthetic properties … this is probably most evident in text, where an author 
successfully exploits the succinct means of relating words that an inflectional case system 
provides and the freedom of word order usually attendant on the presence of case.  
But there is also beauty in the system. This is nowhere more apparent than in Kalkatungu” 
(Blake’s first Australian language encounter). (see Blake, 2001, pxvi) 
                                                                                     
- I wonder if Ngarrindjeri’s case system was once like Kalkatungu…  

“more perfect than Greek, more copious than Latin”….  

 
….BUT IF WE RELY ON THE BERNDT & BERNDT TEXTS OF YARALDI,  

AS OUR PRIMARY SOURCE, THIS BEAUTY SEEMS TO BE LOST!!! 



A FINAL COMMENT 
• Time to explain the title of my presentation…… 

Indira Ghandi once said:  

“You can’t shake hands with a clenched fist” 
 

• My advice to those working with communities in Language Revival 
programs is to seek out the Elders, and people who want to collaborate, 
and can see the possibilities in bringing back their language for the next 
generation. 

 

….And my advice to Aboriginal communities is to open your 
hands to those who want to help, because your languages have 
beauty and there are huge benefits if we can bring them back!! 



 
Anu nguni kung-urambi   

Thank you all for listening  
 


